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(57) Abstract: The present invention is directed to methods and compositions for long fragment read sequencing. The present invention encompasses methods and compositions for preparing long fragments of genomic DNA, for processing genomic DNA for long fragment read sequencing methods, as well as software and algorithms for processing and analyzing sequence data.
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2. claims: 15-21

   a method of obtaining sequence information from a genome, said method comprising: (a) providing a population of first fragments of said genome; (b) preparing emulsion droplets of said first fragments, such that each emulsion droplet comprises a subset of said population of first fragments; (c) obtaining a population of second fragments within each emulsion droplet, such that said second fragments are shorter than said first fragments; (d) combining said emulsion droplets of said second fragments with emulsion droplets of adaptor tags; (e) ligating said second fragments with said adaptor tags to form tagged fragments; (f) combining said tagged fragments into a single mixture; (g) obtaining sequence reads from said tagged fragments, wherein
said sequence reads include sequence information from said adaptor tags and said fragments to identify fragments from the same emulsion droplet, thereby providing sequence information for said genome.
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